JGPAINTING – NEEDS YOUR HELP!
Ready to start your painting project? Below we have included
some of the things we ask of you to prepare for us! Doing so will
ensure the quoted price stays the same and your project gets
completed in a timely manner!

INTERIOR CHECKLIST
☐ Removal of all decorations. Pictures, shelf top decorations, etc
☐ Removal of all furniture. We ask that you move any furniture to another area. If some larger furniture
cannot be moved or if you cannot move yourself, please let us know! A minimum 4 ft perimeter (per
interior 8 ft height) is needed to paint walls/trim. We may need to charge an additional fee for additional
room prep but we are often willing to help.
☐ Wall hangings that will remain, please leave nails or hangers in the wall. Otherwise, please remove any
nail so that we know to fill – or you can inform us of which nails need removal and fill.
☐ Customer may use PENCIL – not pen- to circle any specific repairs to be done. We appreciate knowing
if there’s anything that sticks out to you ahead of time!
☐ We ask that the area be reasonably clean prior to start date. In order to keep every home neat and clean,
we need work areas clean before laying down drops, etc. This way we are not bringing dirt and debris
from property to property.
☐ Window treatments that will be in the way should be removed.
☐ We generally require a 6’x8’ area to setup a temporary shop with table and tools (usually outside of our
work space in a heated area.)

EXTERIOR CHECKLIST
☐ Removal of all furniture. We ask that you move any deck or patio furniture that may be in our way. If
some larger furniture cannot be moved or if you cannot move yourself, please let us know! During the
pressure wash, chemicals can damage fabrics and certain metals. We may need to charge an additional
fee for additional area prep but we are often willing to help.
☐ Trees and landscaping must be cut back 2-4 feet from building per floor. Not only is this so we can
access painted surfaces, but allowing landscaping to touch painted surfaces can cause immediate paint
failure.
☐ Customer may use PENCIL – not pen- to circle any specific repairs to be done. We appreciate knowing
if there’s anything that sticks out to you ahead of time!
☐ If there’s anything not listed in the contract that you would like attended to, please inform us now so we
may adjust price as needed. We want to be fair to all parties involved!
☐ Window screens need to be removed on any windows where sash that is to be painted.
☐ We require a parking spot for a utility trailer for the duration of the project.

